1961-2011
A Community of Growth, Hope and Opportunity

This year marks the 50th anniversary of Magnolia Clubhouse, started in 1961 as Hill House. We were one of the first centers of psychosocial rehabilitation in the country.

Today, Magnolia Clubhouse continues to be on the cutting-edge of community mental healthcare with the integration now offered by our unique Carriage House Clinic.

The Carriage House Clinic will integrate psychiatric and primary care services in a rehabilitation alliance with the unique psychosocial supports of the Magnolia Clubhouse community.

We thank all of you for joining us and supporting us in our shared community.

OPEN HOUSE

Come Celebrate the Renovation of
THE CARRIAGE HOUSE CLINIC
at
MAGNOLIA CLUBHOUSE
Our New Home For Integrated Healthcare

Thursday, October 20th
4:30 - 6:30 pm
Ribbon Cutting at 5:30 pm

Also Join Us in Honoring

BOB SPADA
Mental Health Advocate
& Former State Senator

DR. JANE KESSLER
Celebrating Her 90 Years
& A Lifetime of Achievement in Mental Health

A Blueprint for Success in the Construction of Holistic Health
Magnolia Clubhouse is proud of our accomplishments and continuing innovation over the past year.

**Employment**

60 of our members were supported in employment, with 41 working independently. Three members moved from Transitional Employment to Independent. Six are working full time with vacation and insurance benefits.

**Education**

22 of our members were supported in educational pursuits. 8 members attended college, and 2 graduated. 2 members worked on their GEDs.

**Integrated Care**

Our Carriage House Clinic (which wasn’t yet in the Carriage House) provided excellent care for our members. Our Doc Pat Runnels was awarded the NAMI Greater Cleveland’s Mental Health Caregiver Award.

**More Health and Wellness**

Through the Program of Clubhouse Research, Magnolia Clubhouse began a smoking cessation program and is also supporting members who are working on losing weight. We continue to have yoga and meditation classes.

**Research**

The Clubhouse began a research collaboration with Dr. David Biegel of the Mandel School of Applied Social Sciences at CWRU. We are increasing our understanding of the needs of members’ families, and exploring how the Clubhouse affects the social networks of members. Magnolia Clubhouse is very excited to be doing the work of furthering the evidence based research related to the Clubhouse model. **The Clubhouse Model is now recognized in the SAMHSA Registry as an Evidence Based Best Practice.**

**Community Education**

Magnolia Clubhouse and NAMI Greater Cleveland held a family night. The Clubhouse invited its community to see “Next to Normal”. We presented in the All-Ohio Community Psychiatry Conference.

**Advocacy and Model Development**

We continue to advocate locally, at county and state levels, for increased funding for community mental healthcare. We continue to participate and provide leadership in the United States Clubhouse Coalition. We participated in this year’s 16th International Seminar. We are also a part of an upcoming Employment Celebration bringing together Employers and Legislators in Washington, D.C.
Integrated Care at Magnolia Clubhouse
Psychiatry, Primary Care and Psychosocial Rehabilitation
The Clubhouse Rehabilitation Alliance

In March 2009, Magnolia Clubhouse participated in
the All-Ohio Community Psychiatry Conference to
teach the attendees about the Clubhouse model. We
invited Dr. Ralph Aquila of Fountain House to join us,
so that our community psychiatrists could hear from a
peer. Dr. Aquila started a clinic to provide psychiatric
services to Clubhouse members at Fountain House
more than 15 years ago, and integrated primary care
over 10 years ago. He calls this integration a
"rehabilitation alliance".

As a result of this presentation, Magnolia Clubhouse was independently
couraged to replicate the integration by both Bill Denihan, the CEO of the
Alcohol Drug Addiction and Mental Health Services Board, and by Sandy
Stephenson, the former director of the Ohio Department of Mental Health. The
Clubhouse discussed the idea and the consensus was to replicate the integration. The decision by the
Clubhouse was based on the experience of members. Some did not seek healthcare, some had untreated or
poorly treated chronic conditions and some had inconsistent psychiatric care. Many hoped that having
our own clinic would help prevent chronic conditions from developing. Also, we believed the integration
would be empowering to members and would help the Clubhouse community do a better job in supporting
health and wellness.

As luck would have it, Dr. Aquila knew Dr. Patrick
Runnels, who had recently moved to Cleveland. Prior
to his move, Pat had completed his fellowship in
Community Psychiatry at Columbia University which
included experience with Fountain House and Dr.
Aquila. Pat was very enthusiastic about being our
doctor and working with the Clubhouse. Pat is the
director of University Hospitals' Fellowship for
Community Psychiatry and is the medical director for
the Center for Families and Children. Kelly Scott, a
nurse for psychiatric detoxification units at the
Cleveland Clinic, was a former employee of Hill House
and was also excited to join the team. And Denise
Fulks, a Clubhouse member who is working in the
mental health field as a peer support specialist, was
happy to become the administrative assistant for the
Clinic.

We started providing behavioral healthcare services on
October 12, 2009. NEON, a Federally
Qualified Health Care facility was approached to
provide primary care, and was enthusiastic as well.
Now that the Carriage House renovation is completed,
behavioral healthcare and primary care will be
offered together with the Clubhouse community
supporting the integration.

We extend great appreciation to: Dr. Aquila for
ongoing consultation; the Mt. Sinai Foundation for
their generous support of the start of services;
University Hospitals for the donation of some early
time for Dr. Runnels; Esther Pla of Connections for
ongoing support; Neighborhood Family Practice,
another FQHC that has also been supportive and to
the ADAMHS Board and the ODMH for their
effortance of our work.

Magnolia Clubhouse has been asked to make
presentations on this effort as we offer a unique
method of trail blazing integration. We also conducted
a workshop at this year’s All-Ohio Institute on
Community Psychiatry conference, and we plan to
present at an upcoming American Psychiatric
Association Conference.
Hill House Established in 1961
One of the First Centers of Psychosocial Rehabilitation in the Country

1960’s
The National Council of Jewish Women– Cleveland Section (NCJW-CS) and the Cleveland Mental Health Association begin to develop plans for the area’s first community-based rehabilitation center for former psychiatric patients. In 1961, Hill House is established as a three-year demonstration project funded by the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH). The first president of the board is Mrs. Robert Hays. In addition, Miss Kate Ireland, Mrs. Gertrude Britton, Mrs. Lucille Gries, Mrs. Florence Warshawsky, Philmore B. Haber and many other visionary community leaders are instrumental in the creation of Hill House. Hill House’s first Executive Director is Mr. Hank Tanaka who holds the position for 30 years. Together this team of dedicated volunteers and staff create one of the nation’s first community-based centers of psychosocial rehabilitation for adults with mental illness.

Hill House is located at 2132 Fairhill Drive. Patients are released for the day from Fairhill and Hawthornden State Hospitals to attend Hill House. Federal funding is received on a five-year demonstration grant. Under the Kennedy Administration, community health centers are established. Hill House contracts with the Ohio Department of Mental Hygiene (ODMH), the first such agreement funded with public dollars in the state of Ohio. Hill House is the third agency to contract with the newly created Cuyahoga County Community Mental Health Board (CCCMHB) to provide specialized adult psychosocial rehabilitation.

1970’s
Hill House continues to expand. A campaign is launched to obtain funding to purchase new properties. A major capital donation by Lucille Gries is used to leverage additional monies from ODMH and NCJW-CS to purchase property at 11101 Magnolia Drive. Hill House opens the area’s first transitional housing program called the Bellflower Co-op. Vocational services start with a grant from the Ohio Rehabilitation Services Commission (ORSC). The property located next door at 11027 Magnolia Drive is also purchased. Hill House earns its first accreditation from the Commission on Accreditation of Rehabilitation Facilities (CARF). West 130th Street property is acquired. Hill House is selected by the Federal Health Commission of Finance Administration as one of only 43 agencies nationwide to participate in a study on Medicaid mental health benefits. The COPE (Client Oriented Psychiatric Evaluation) Project begins which is research focused on the experience of the clients. Hill House receives an establishment grant from ORSC for Clubhouse transitional employment services. Hill House acquires West 95th Street property for housing.

1980’s

1990’s
Tanaka retires after thirty years of services and Judy Peters is hired as the new Executive Director. West 130th becomes a residential treatment facility. The Harold Hawkins residential treatment site is established for people with physical disabilities and a mental illness.

Hill House becomes more connected with Fountain House, in New York City and the evolving Clubhouse model. Hill House hires Lori D’Angelo, Ph.D. to be the Clinical Director. Hill House determines the psychosocial rehabilitation focus of the organization will be a separate program, and the Clubhouse community chooses the name “Magnolia Clubhouse”.
The Clubhouse model is one of several rehabilitation models given funding by the National Institute of Health and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation to standardize the model for dissemination. Training bases, a certification process and the International Center for Clubhouse Development (ICCD) is established. The Clubhouse Model is the only psychosocial rehabilitation model still in existence from this project. Magnolia Clubhouse becomes certified by the ICCD in 1999.

2000-2004
Hill House and West Side Community Mental Health Center- led by Ralph Fee, merge to create Bridgeway, Inc. Hill House gets its first HUD grant to open a facility on Ansel and St. Clair named after the previous director, Hank Tanaka, Tanaka House.

2004-2006
Magnolia Clubhouse spins off from Bridgeway as a separately incorporated non-profit. Transitional funding is obtained from the Woodruff, Bruening, White, and Abington Foundations. CCCMHB Capital Funding supports the purchase of the 2 homes by Magnolia Clubhouse from Bridgeway and renovates systems. Magnolia Clubhouse receives an award from the Woodruff Foundation, Charter One Bank & Fox 8 News Champion in Action Award, Eli Lilly’s Reintegration Award, Peer Support Organization of the Year from the Ohio Advocates for Mental Health, and the CCCMHB’s Helping Hand Award. Magnolia Clubhouse starts the Young Adult Expansion Project in collaboration with NCJW-CS with funding from the Mayer Haber Memorial Fund of the Jewish Community Federation. Deaconess and Saint Luke’s Community Foundations support development and increasing capacity. The annual fund grows.

2007-2009
Master plan to join homes, install an elevator and expand the kitchen is designed by Westlake Reed Leskosky. The Mayer Haber Memorial Fund of the Cleveland Foundation and the Woodruff Foundations provide capital funding to complete the Kitchen Expansion. United Way funding is doubled and county funding is increased, but as the economy dips, funding is reduced. The Margaret Clark Morgan Foundation provides program funding. Sisters of Charity Foundation provides funding for food supplies. AT&T provides funding for new computers. Kate Ireland provides a lead capital gift.

2009-2011
Magnolia Clubhouse begins a cutting edge integration of healthcare. Site work and Carriage House renovation is completed to house integration of psychiatric and primary care services in a rehabilitation alliance with the unique psychosocial supports of the community of Magnolia Clubhouse. Mt. Sinai Foundation provides start up funding for the Carriage House Clinic. State Capital Funding and Ohio Department of Mental Health Capital Funding are obtained. Ridgecliff Foundation provides operational funding. Sally and Sandy Cutler provide a lead capital gift. The Prentiss Foundation, and the Kelvin and Eleanor Smith Foundation provide capital funding. Executive Director Lori D’Angelo, Ph.D. is honored with an award from the ADAMHS Board. Patrick Runnels, M.D. receives an award from NAMI Greater Cleveland.

Broad economic difficulties put state budgets in shortfall and already limited mental health funding is at ongoing risk. Magnolia Clubhouse begins research projects with MSASS of CWRU and the model is identified as an evidence based best practice by SAMHSA. Magnolia Clubhouse provides leadership in establishing the US Clubhouse Coalition and is working at the local, state and national levels to increase awareness of the need for psychosocial rehabilitation and the Clubhouse model. Magnolia Clubhouse is still the only Clubhouse in the state of Ohio.
The Past Year’s New Partners in Employment  
Mars Electric and Maha’s Café

The past fiscal year, saw the beginnings of two great employment partnerships. We were excited to start out the year with a new Transitional Employment opportunity with Mars Electric, thanks to Mark Doris, husband of board member Fran Doris. Paul Krueger is ending his placement soon, as the first member to work at Mars, and there are others waiting to have the same great opportunity. Paul started the TE with custodial responsibilities, and has been given additional responsibilities doing inventory control with the daily deliveries. Chris at Mars Electric says, “Paul is a good employee, and I look forward to working with a new Clubhouse member”.

Maha’s Café was introduced to the Clubhouse by Kathy Kazol, of EDEN Housing. A recent addition to the W. 25th neighborhood near Metro Hospital, they quickly developed a reputation as a great spot for wonderful lunches, especially their famous falafels. They’ve also had a very popular location at the West Side Market for many years. With the opening of the location near Metro hospital, the café owners agreed with the mission of providing employment opportunities to people with disabilities, and everyone felt the Clubhouse would be a good partner in employment. Latonya Jordon and Robert Harris are doing a great job preparing the ingredients of the delicious falafels, but the recipe is a family secret! Robert says, “mixing the falafel is getting me in shape”. Latonya says, “Maha’s is like a big family”. Sam from Maha’s Café says that, “I enjoy working with Clubhouse members, and Maha’s gets good support from Clubhouse staff Chuck”.

Thank you Employers in Fiscal Year 2011

Alcohol, Drug Addiction and Mental Health Services Board of Cuyahoga County  
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo  
Hickman & Lowder  
Maha’s Cafe  
Marigold Catering  
Mars Electric  
St. John Nottingham Lutheran Church  
TJ MAXX  
University Hospitals  
Zagara’s Market Place
Highlighting Employment Partners
Cleveland Metroparks Zoo

This year marks our 6th year in partnership with the Cleveland Metroparks Zoo. Thanks to our board member, Liz Fowler, Director of the Zoological Society, we were introduced and welcomed into the Metropark Zoo community. To date, 20 Clubhouse members have had the opportunity to work at the Zoo. We especially appreciate the support and encouragement of Patty Cayton, who supervises all of our working members. She recently visited the Clubhouse, and met with all 5 members ready to start the 6th season with the Zoo. She was a guest at our Employment and Education dinner that evening, and spoke to everyone about the partnership. We look forward to many more seasons with the Zoo.

T.J. Maxx in University Heights

In June, we were pleased to have visitors from the TJ X Headquarters in Massachusetts. Patrick Flanagan, Director of Workforce Initiatives, and Minne Cargill, TJ X Recruiter, were in town visiting area TJ X stores and community partners. Along with Bob Hasinski, the District Manager here in NE Ohio, and Lula Cabbil, the University Heights TJ Maxx Store Manager, they spent an afternoon at the Clubhouse. We enjoyed the opportunity to show them our Clubhouse, and share with them our history with the University Heights store. We met with John Jordon in Spring 2006, and he quickly agreed to become an Employment Partner. This has continued with the great on-going support of Lula Cabbil and Annette Young, Manager. Twenty four members have had the opportunity to work at TJ Maxx. There are currently 10 members working, 3 in T.E. and 7 independently. There are members who have been able to use TJ Maxx as a stepping stone towards full time employment elsewhere in the community. It was great to be able to share this with our guests, as they toured our Clubhouse and met with many members and staff. We all agreed this is a “win-win” situation, and hope to remain part of the T.J. Maxx family for many years ahead.

T.J. Maxx in Mentor

We want to thank John Jordon, now a Manager at the T.J. Maxx store, Mentor, for his initial excitement and support in becoming an employment partner, and his on-going interest in Magnolia Clubhouse. He and Kim Balcomb, Store Manager, were recent guests at an Employment and Education Dinner, and they also delivered donations for our Bloomin’ resale shop.
Community Of Growth Capital Project

PHASES

- Purchased Homes, Renovated Systems
- Kitchen Expansion
- Carriage House Clinic and Site work
- Joining of the homes with elevator

Sally and Sandy Cutler
Kate Ireland

The Elisabeth Severance Prentiss Foundation

Kelvin and Eleanor Smith Foundation
Fall 2011

Major Foundation Funding in the 2011 Fiscal Year

Thank you to our Volunteers and Special Friends

Al Sanchez our owner’s representative
Kim Sherwin for bus tickets and operations
Gwen Morgan and Sharon Klimm and all the Master Gardeners

Melanie Sophia our yoga instructor
Dan Kozminski for creating our custom ACCESS program

Zoss Bakery for wonderful fresh bread
Lynn Quintrell and Christeen Tuttle for staging Bloomin'

La Barberia

For holiday pampering and year long haircare
July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011 Annual Fund Donors

See our upcoming annual report for a complete list including in honor and in memoriam support.

Stanley & Hope Adelstein
Edward Alix
Anonymous
Nancy Tavel Balbus
Sharon Barnes
John J. & Susan Bazyk
Frances L. Beale
Judith Beeler
James & Christine Berick
Netta Berman
Dr. Erol & Laura Beytas
Anna Biebel
Gary & Janice Bilchik
Harold & Mary Binder
Gerald Birk
Myrna Arlen Bloch
Jean E. Bloomfield
Elizabeth Blount
Chris Boja
Ervin & Beata Boja
Grace G. Bowman
Bristol-Myers Squibb Company
Dr. Stanley & Barbara Brown
Terri Hamilton Brown
Michael D. & Cynthia Bruder
Maria Bucilli
Patricia Buckhold
Robert L. Campbell
Arnold & Bonita Caplan
Ruth Anna Carlson & Albert Leonetti
Susanne Carter & Kenneth Jones
Violet Caruso
Randy Carver-Carver Financial Services
Robert & Candy Clancy
Leonard & Barbara Cohen
Nan Cohen & Daniel Abrams
Marvin & Sonia Cohen
Alexander Combis
Martin E. Connolly
Mary Ann & Ed Corigan-Davis
Walter L. Cox, Sr.
Helen Coy
James & Eva Crayne
Dr. Cara Cuddy & Andrew Milgram
Jan Curry
Mark & Suzanne Cutler
Charles Daane & Elizabeth Porter Daane
Carole A. D’Angelo
Dr. Lori L. D’Angelo
Barbara J. Daly
Robert & Jane Daroff
Martin & Mindy Davidson
Murray Davidson
Dr. Dorr & Joyce Dearborn
William M. Denihan
David Ditullo
Mark & Fran Doris
Alan Doyle
Robin Dubin-CWRU/Charity Choice
Cassandra Dukes
Jamey Dykes
Frances E. Dykes
Lori Ebihara
Lashann Eppinger
Francis J. Erne, Jr.
Josephine Ezell
Charles Faiman
Jeanine Farrone
Bruce & Paula Feher
Thomas Ference
Lauren Rich Fine & Gary Giller
Elizabeth Fink & Dr. Rahi Kapur
Robert & Gladys Fleck
Tom & Elizabeth Fowler
Dr. Robert & Carol Fowler
Frank & Derrline Fragomeni
Robert Freeborn
Dr. Donald & Gerda Freedheim
Thomas & Shelly Galvin
Michael A. & Kathryn Gambatese
Martin Gefand
Janet Ghiandoni
Leonard J. & Dorothy Giersky
Dr. Grover & Linda Gilmore
Joyce Gordon
Amy Govoni
Alvin L. Gray, TTEE
Robert & Sally Gries
Cheryl Griffin
Dr. Cynthia Griggins
Elaine Hadden
Tom & Kristen Hagesfeld
Christine Hallenstein
Debra & Gregory Harris
Lori Harris
Henry Hatch
Hawken School-Scott Looney
Mary Hellerstein
Virginia Hellstern
Mary Hoddinott
Donna Hoder
Daniel & Joyce Holland
Martin & Sandra Horwitz
Richard S. & Annie Hubbard
Daniel & Mary Hughes
Charles Huth
Scott & Josephine Inkle
Haron Faith Jacobs
Judy Jacobson
Suzanne Jam
Erin Jefferson
Anne & Joe Juster
Ronna Kaplan & Dr. David E. Biegel
The Honorable Marcy Kaptur
Thomas Kaloch
Dr. Bettina Katz & Mark Schwartz
Joan S. Kaufman
Karen Kawalek
Kathryn Kazol
Stephen & Pamela Keefe
Penny Keller
Karen Kerata
Dr. Jane Kessler
Steven & Denise Kestner
Key Foundation
Drs. Robert & Nancy Klein
Terri Kline
Carolyn Kmieck
Anita Koblitz
Dennis Koenig
Stewart & Donna Kohl
Jack & Kristie Kohl
Dr. Lenore A. Kola
Lori A. Kozlowski
KPMG-LLP
Kenneth & Maureen Krol
Gerald & Elizabeth Krull
Lois Kuvín
Thomas & Margaret Lanese
Bart & Jean Latessa
Carmen & Theresa Latessa
Richard E. & Patti Lawrence
Karen Leary
Sam & Pauline Leber
Larry & Analee Leibowitz
Dr. L. Douglas & Jeannette Lenkoski
Nancy Levy & Dr. Gerald Yosowitz
Toby Devan Lewis
Joel Lichtenstul
Richard Lightbody, M.D.
David & Beverly Loparo
David Loparo
Lubrizol Foundation
Allan Lyons
Jeffrey Mackey
Joseph Maholic
Charles & Rita Maimbourg
Jay & Arlene Mann
Jeffrey & Rosemary Margules
Paul & Phyllis Moran
Barbara & Clarence May
The Reverend Gene McAfee
Peter McDermott
Anne McFarland
Patricia McDonald
Tom & Diane McFiggen
George McPherson
Joseph Meissner
Edith Miller
Missionfish
Chris Morgan
Kathy Morris
Warren & Betsy Morris
William J. & Eudice Morse
Dr. Milton & Esther Moss
Bert & Dr. Marjorie Moyar
Brenda Mullan
Michael Mullin
Albert & June Murany
Susan L. Murany
Ray Murphy
Brian & Cindy Murphy
Patricia Musick
NAMI of Greater Cleveland- Michael Baskin
Joseph & Barbara Nahra
Dr. Dana Maciunas Mockus
Oaktree Philanthropic Foundation
Shannon O’Connor
Ohio State- Cleveland Headquarters
Dr. Paul & Connie Omelsky
James & Patti Overholser
Susan Paschke
Ella Patterson
Michael Pender Memorial Fund of
The Cleveland Foundation
Robert Perkins
Dr. Robert & Catherine Petersen
Erika Petrus
Kathleen Piotrowski
Miriam & Marty Plax
July 1, 2010 to June 30, 2011 Annual Fund Donors

We apologize for any mistakes or omissions. To provide updated information or to make a gift, please contact us at 216-721-3030, Paula #132 or Lori #133.

Marian Pledger
Jeffrey Pollock & Martha Brandt Pollock
Elinor Polster
Roseanne Potter
Charleyse Pratt
Channing M. & Nancy Preston
Lynn Quintrell
Ann Randall & John Luttermoser
Alfred M. Rankin
Darlene P. Rebello-Rao & Dr. J. Sunil Rao
Julie & Chris Redding
John & Angela Retino
Dr. Joan Rich
Lovell Richardson
Bruce & Sharon Rosenbaum
Dr. David M. & Enid Rosenberg
Ellen Rossen
Betty Rosskamm
Robert J. & Margo Roth
Fred & Jackie Rothstein
Mary Rought
Richard & Alice B. Rubinstein
Barbara J. Rudolph
Mary & Paul Sakal
Margaret Sands
Dr. Sam & Norma Savin
Anne R. Sedor
James Sellers
Dr. Barbara Shapiro & David Preston
Michael R. & Marian Shaughnessy
Fanche Sheeran
Jonathan Sheldon
Kim Sherwin
Wendy Shib & Lawrence Pittman
Sarah Sieradzki
Eleanor Silvaroli
Ronald & Loramee Simkoff
Clyde & Elaine Simpson
Drs. Mark & Lynn Singer
Harold & Gloria Skipworth
Milan & Geraldine Skorepa
H. Bernard & Edith Smith
Thomas R. Smith & Dr. Stephanie Sadlon
Robert Spada
Jean Stedfeld
Cheryl Sunyk
Margaret Sweeney
Mary Tabor
Seth & Frances Taft
David & Deirdre Tanaka
Steven & Carol Tanaka
Robert & Michiko Tanaka
William Taracy
Dr. Philip & Sarah Taylor
Dr. George & Kristine Tesar
Marge Thomas-Repcik
Thompson Family Foundation
Martha Thompson
Drs. Howard & Sara S. Tucker
Matt P. & Katie A. Tuohy
Carol Tuschman
Christeen C. Tuttle
Rachel Tuttle- Cedar Residential College
Kathleen Vilas
John Vovk
Ronald H. Wagner
Dr. Mark Warren & Dr. Lisa Lystad
Melvin & Adrienne Wasserman
Phillip & Margaret Wasserstrom
David Wasserstrom
Lionel & Barbara Weber
Dr. Robert Weiss
Robert West
Deborah White
Elizabeth White
Patricia A. Wilke
Donald & Marilyn Wilson
Allen & Karen Wine
Phyllis Witroil
Maxine Wolinsky
Michael Wolpert
Gail Wutz
Jack & Janese Yatsko
Christine Young
John Zagara
Walter I. & Elizabeth A. Zborowsky
Ellen Zelman
Dr. Stephen & Wendy Zinn
Mike & Lorrie Zupon

Capital Campaign Early Lead Donors

Anna Biebel
Susanne Carter & Kenneth Jones
Nan Cohen & Daniel Abrams
Alexander & Sally Cutler
Elizabeth Porter Daane & Charles Daane
Dr. Lori L. D’Angelo
Deaconess Community Foundation
Mark & Fran Doris
Dr. Grover & Linda Gilmore
Dr. Cynthia Griggins
The Kate Ireland Foundation
Dr Bettina Katz & Mark Schwartz
Martin & Joyce Kessler
Dr. Jane Kessler
Stewart & Donna Kohl
The Mayer Haber Memorial Fund of The Cleveland Foundation
Kathy Morris
Scott & Jennifer Mullan
Catherine & Robert Peterson
Miriam & Marty Plax
The Elisabeth Severance Prentiss Foundation
Darlene P. Rebello-Rao & Dr. J. Sunil Rao
Al Sanchez
Senkfor Family Foundation
Leonard Senkfor
Saint Luke’s Foundation
The Kelvin & Eleanor Smith Foundation
David & Lee Warshawsky
The Woodruff Foundation

A Brief History of our Houses

11101 and 11027 Magnolia Drive

As told to us by Gretchen Russell who lived next door with her brother Arthur Straub until 2008, when the property was sold to the Montessori High School, with some details from Hank Tanaka.

- The land originally was owned by Jeptha Wade.
- Henry Chisholm Osborn built 11101 Magnolia in 1906. The Gund Family bought the home as a residence for female students of the Cleveland Institute of Art.
- Wilson Chisholm, Henry’s son, and his wife Nellie Brainard Chisholm built 11027 Magnolia in 1915. Mrs. Chisholm lived at this home until she died in 1952 at the age of 98.
- In 1971, the property was purchased by Mental Health Rehabilitation and Research (aka “Hill House”) and a primary gift came from the Gries family in honor of Mrs. Lucille Gries.